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1.Abstract

Decentralized Ecosystem for P2P Finance

1.Abstract
The emergence and development of blockchain technology has been undermining powers of centralized service platforms in a wide range of areas regardless of country and industry. Finance is a sector
desperately in need of innovation, as are many existing industries. It has been greatly conservative
for a long time, facing limitations in many countries by laws and regulations that continuously hinder
the industry’s potential for revolutionary development.
ZPER is a decentralized loan and investment platform based on blockchain technology. We aim at
creating an innovative P2P finance ecosystem by combining industrial values of P2P finance and
asset values of data all over the world. ZPER platform will establish a P2P (Peer-to-Peer) finance
ecosystem that transcends country and currency and thereby bring about innovation in the global
flow of funds.
In ZPER ecosystem, participants who are necessary to provide a reasonable finance environment for
both borrowers and investors, e.g. P2P finance companies recognized by the ZPER Councils of each
country, data providers, Portfolio configurator, and NPL purchasers, are able to freely meet with each
other, share values on the basis of trust, and receive fair compensation. Borrowers can then take out
a loan with a lower interest rate than before while investors can enjoy a higher rate of return.
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2.Mission
ZPER’s goal is to enhance and expand value chains in the P2P finance market and provide all participants with reliable and reasonable trade opportunities.
To this end, ZPER aims at creating a finance ecosystem that meets the following conditions:
- Participation of global P2P finance companies that can be trusted
- Voluntary provision of creative data necessary for borrower evaluation by data providers
- Provision of sufficiently diversified global investment portfolios to investors
- Investment that transcends the borders
- Irreversible management of all bonds and contracts
- Fair distribution of values shared by different participants

Beginning with an alliance of proven P2P finance companies in Korea, ZPER will create an ecosystem
on the blockchain network where related financial service companies and data providers can actively
participate. Furthermore, it will create an allied ecosystem that consists of around 500 P2P finance
companies recognized in more than ten countries, thousands of data providers, and around 30 Robo
Advisor companies, etc. by the end of 2019. Such an attempt will make global funds more efficient
and innovate the investment industry as a whole, and ZPER will provide a stable environment where
more than 300 million individuals, two million independent businesses, and more than 300,000 SMEs
to raise funds or make investment.
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3.Background
The existing financial institutions have utilized economic and
political assets and the exclusive nature of the financial industry
to monopolize the market for a long time, requesting excessive
costs from both those who want to make investment and those
who want to raise funds. Besides, under their strict and
conservative credit rating policies, loan applications of financially
disadvantaged people (e.g. students, immigrants, etc.) with no
record of financial transactions have been denied or disadvantageous—excessive interest rates and low credit lines have
been applied for them.

3.1. Problems of Traditional
Financial Institutions

Against this backdrop, P2P finance companies have
emerged and been showing a fast development with the
help of the advanced digital technology. Research and
Markets, a global market research institution, has predicted
that the world’s P2P finance market will grow by an average
annual rate of 53.06% in five years from 2016 and 2020, and
Morgan Stanley’s annual report for 2015 forecasts that the
size of the P2P finance market will grow to 490 billion dollars
all around the world by 2020. Such an upward trend in P2P
finance market is expected to continue for a while.

3.2. Emergence of
P2P Finance Industry
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[Figure 1] Growth of P2P Finance Market
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Such a rapid growth of P2P lending market is attributable to the fact that borrowers and investors are
directly connected to each other on the internet. This has reduced brokerage fee, making it possible to
mediate loans at lower costs compared to the existing finance companies, and investors can now enjoy
profit higher than bank rates. P2P lending has opened a new era where underprivileged are also
embraced.

[ Loan Concept of Traditional Finance ]
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[Figure 2] Differences between the Existing Finance and P2P Finance
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4. Problems (Problems of the Current P2P Finance that Attract ZPER’s Attention)
Although the P2P financial environment has produced positive results through innovative challenges, it still has
its limitations. The limitations and difficulties of existing P2P finance companies and investors are as follows:
4.1. Difficulties in Selecting P2P Finance Companies
Compared to the finance companies under the supervision of the financial authorities, P2P finance is regulated
more leniently. This is not surprising given the size and social influence of the current P2P finance industry. In
addition, even though the way that P2P finance utilizes digital alternative data to assign credit ratings is revolutionary compared to the way of the existing finance companies, this method has not been fully proven due to the
limited access to data necessary to analyze risks. Therefore, before investing, investors should consider the risks
associated with the products that are organized and managed by P2P finance companies and the investments
provided by those P2P finance companies.
In 2016, the online financial scam by Ezubao, a Chinese P2P finance company, resulted in a major damage of around
8.6 trillion KRW and reminded people of the importance of selecting reliable P2P finance companies. However, it is
not easy for an investor to measure and qualify the risks of P2P finance companies. It is also difficult for investors
to predict the risks of products provided by P2P financial companies. Individual investors have to depend solely on
P2P finance companies from when they explore investment opportunities to the time when they are paid back.
However, most P2P lending is carried out online, and the only source of information about P2P finance companies
available to the investors is their websites or news. Therefore, it is difficult for individual investors to get detailed
information such as the company’s risk management ability, if the company has enough funds, or if the company is
currently facing any problems that may affect its business. However, ZPER is here to resolve all the problems the
investors are facing today. Not only does ZPER analyze every single loan product with qualified Robo-Advisor
companies to improve its quality, but it also provides plenty of useful information and data pools.

4.2. Difficulties in Allocating Safe and Efficient Portfolios
Even when P2P finance companies conduct a high level of risk analyses through different ways, there still exists the
possibility of insolvency. This problem is universal in all financial sectors, not just in P2P finance. In particular,
because it directly connects investors and borrowers, investors have to bear all the risks caused by insolvent debts.
This is why investors’ funds should be invested in multiple types and numbers of loans. Lending Club, a representative P2P finance company in the U.S., for example, shows that diversification of investment in approximately more
than 146 loans could prevent loss of principal even in the worst case.
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Lending Club Returns by Portfolio Size
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[Figure 3] Correlation between the Number of Loans and the Minimum and Maximum Rates of Returns (Source: Lending Club)

At the same time, while interest rates in some developing countries remain high, real interest rates in developed
countries such as Japan have almost reached 0%, hence a discrepancy among countries. Investors in countries with
low interest rates do not have enough places to invest to generate capital gains, while borrowers in countries with high
interest rates have to pay high interest rates. It takes free movement of investment funds across the borders to
resolve this problem, but the hegemony for this is still in the hands of the existing financial institutions.

COUNTRY OR
CURRENCY UNION

CENTRAL BANK
INTEREST RATE (%)

Albania

1.25

Angola

16.00

Argentina

26.25

Armenia
Australia

6.00
1.50

DATE OF
LAST CHANGE

COUNTRY OR
CURRENCY UNION

CENTRAL BANK
INTEREST RATE (%)

Denmark

-0.65

4 May 2016

30 June 2016

Dominican Republic

5.25

30 June 2016

11 April 2017

DR Congo

4 May 2016

14 February 2017
2 August 2016

Eastern Caribbean
Egypt

14.00
6.50
18.75

15.00

9 September 2016

Eurozone

Bahamas

4.00

22 December 2016

Fiji

Bahrain

1.50

14 June 2017

Gambia

20.00

Bangladesh

6.75

14 January 2016

Georgia

7.00

Azerbaijan

Barbados
Belarus

Ghana

12.00

DATE OF
LAST CHANGE

28 June 2017

Botswana

5.50

Brazil

7.25

26 July 2017

Bulgaria

0.00

29 January 2016

Canada

1.00

6 September 2017

Cape Verde

3.50

16 February 2015

Central African States

2.95

22 March 2017

Chile

2.50

8 May 2017

China

1.75

23 October 2015

Colombia

5.50

27 July 2017

Croatia

2.50

20 October 2015

Czech Republic

0.25

3 August 2017

12 August 2016

11 April 2017
14 February 2017
2 August 2016

0.00

9 September 2016

0.50

22 December 2016
14 June 2017
14 January 2016

21.00

Hong Kong

1.50

28 June 2017

Hungary

0.90

12 August 2016

Iceland

4.50

26 July 2017

India

6.00

29 January 2016

4.75

6 September 2017

10.00

16 February 2015

Indonesia
Iran
Israel

0.10

Jamaica

5.00

8 May 2017

Japan

-0.10

23 October 2015

Jordan

3.75

22 March 2017

27 July 2017

Kazakhstan

10.50

20 October 2015

Kenya

10.00

3 August 2017

[Table 1] Base Interest Rates of Countries
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Consequently, to design safe portfolios, just considering the number of investment bonds does not suffice.
Investment should be made through different P2P finance companies and diversified through a free flow of
capital across the borders. However, it is practically impossible for investors themselves to sufficiently diversify
their investment within the current P2P finance market structure.

4.3. Difficulties in Liquidating Investment Products
Compared to investment products that the existing financial institutions provide, such as deposit/installment
saving, stocks, and funds, it is very difficult to liquidate products that P2P finance companies deal with. This is
because the loans, which are the basic assets of investment products, are due to be repaid on a fixed date. Of
course, liquidation through injection of funds from new investors is still possible before such a due date. However, it is hard to anticipate such liquidation in the current situations due to the lack of platforms where investment
products are standardized for transactions. Consequently, such a problem is preventing investment funds from
coming into P2P finance and the market from expanding.

4.4 Difficulties in Utilizing Data for Innovative Credit Evaluation
In the course of matching loan applications of borrowers to investors, P2P finance companies are playing the
role of reviewers who analyze credit risks of borrowers and collaterals to make safe investment. To thoroughly
analyze and measure credit risks, alternative data on varied aspects of borrowers is critical. However, P2P
finance companies only have very limited access to such data as it is being collected and managed by centralized
service platforms. This is acting as a huge obstacle to the development of the P2P finance industry, which is
seeking new values that live up to the rapidly changing modern society through alternative data analysis and is
also aiming to replace the existing financial institutions that maintain credit rating policies based on records of
financial transactions or values of collaterals.
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5. ZPER’s Solutions
ZPER will create an environment for stable investment and maximize the effectiveness of global
capital distribution by solving problems of the existing P2P finance as follows.

5.1. Designing Various Investment Products through a Global P2P Finance Alliance
ZPER is an open ecosystem where any P2P finance companies and related service companies around the world can
participate. Reliable P2P finance companies in the world offer a range of P2P investment products here. Besides,
portfolio configurator companies participating in ZPER ecosystem design and provide secure, global, and diversified
investment portfolios to minimize potential investment risks caused by changes in the internal and external financial
environment. Financial services related to the ecosystem, such as indemnity against loss of bonds and NPL purchase
arrangements also ensure a safer investment.

[Figure 4] Global Investment in Loan Portfolios through ZPER
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5.2. Creating a Transparent and Sound Investment Environment based on a Smart Contract
5.3 Securing Investment Flexibilities by Tokenizing Receivables for P2P Loans
ZPER eliminates the likelihood of disputes in advance through the smart contract function, which provides roles,
obligations, and rights of each participants and makes an investment contract effective upon its conclusion. Therefore, funds for investment and reimbursement will be made automatically, and obligations and rights of the parties to
a contract will also be modified automatically depending on the contract terms. Furthermore, provisions of contracts
and any event related thereto will be disclosed to all shareholders in a transparent manner.
In addition, ZPER ecosystem has a ZPER committee that monitors participants. ZPER committee consists of proven
companies, monitors qualifications and status of all participants in real time, and can restrict their activities in case of
any violation to maintain order of the ecosystem. This minimizes risks caused by P2P finance companies and related
service companies.

LENDER
Loan No.
Portfolio No.
Amount
Expected Return
P2PL Co. Info.
RA Info.

BORROWER
Loan No.
Contract Date
Interest Rate
Maturity
Amount
Repayment Type
Underlying Asset

P2PL COMPANY
Loan No.
Borrower ID
# of Lender
Lender ID
Grade

ZPER COUNCIL
PORTFOLIO CONFIGURATOR

No. of Council
P2PL Council Member
RA Council Member
Country
Votes
Activities
Scoring

Portfolio No.
Selected P2PL Co.
# of loans
Selected Loan No.
Expected EarningRate
Expect Loss
# of lenders

Smart Contract

DATA PROVIDER
Provider Type
Data Type
Name
Approved Data
Grade
Activities
Score

NPL PURCHASE
AGREEMENT
Loan No.
Downpayment
Bid Price
Interest Rate

[Figure 5] ZPER Smart Contract
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5.3 Providing investment flexibility through the tokenization of P2P bond principal and interest receivables
In the ZPER ecosystem, principal and interest accrued from loan bonds are tokenized (PLBT, P2P Loan Based Token).
The investment products of each P2P financial company are delivered to investors, who can trade them through open
markets, etc., in conjunction with the right to receive future cash flows from the loan. PLBT acts as a second form of currency within the ZPER ecosystem, allowing investors to dispose of PLBT freely and trade it at a price agreed upon by the traders.
Additionally, PLBT records the contents of principal and interest receivables, transaction details, and rights changes.

Real Estate

Credit

PF

Deposit

Movables

PLBT

PLBT

Tokenized
Loan Bonds

Principal and
Interest Receivables

Tokenized Principal
and Interest Receivables

ZPER
MARKET
PLBT

[Fig. 6] Trading Tokenized Principal and Interest Receivables

5.4 Enhancing Utilization of Data through a Reasonable Compensation System
To enhance the reliability of data, a reasonable compensation system is applied in ZPER. Both data right holders and
authenticators will receive reasonable compensation for providing data, in this way, we aim at expanding the scale and
scope of data needed for innovative credit evaluation within ZPER ecosystem.
If the data provided are meaningful, even just a little, to innovative credit evaluation, the contributor will receive
reasonable compensation (price) based on the level (scope) of consent and values of the data. The compensation can
be given by anyone who participates in the ecosystem, e.g. ZPER, P2P finance companies or other data providers, who
can also receive such compensation.
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6. ZPER Ecosystem
ZPER is a blockchain-based decentralized ecosystem where a wide range of individuals and companies engaged in P2P finance around the world can freely participate beyond borders. Participants of ZPER can make transactions safely according to their needs and roles.

LENDER

P2PL CO.
Interests

Portfolio
Suggestion

ZPER COUNCIL

Scoring /
Loan Mgmt

Lending

BORROWER

Monitoring ZPER
Ecosystem

Repayment

Alternative Credit
Data

Data Provide
Request

Purchase if default

ZPER GUARDIAN
Fund for Insurance

PORTFOLIO
CONFIGURATOR

DATA PROVIDER

NPL PURCHASE
AGREEMENT

[Figure 7] ZPER Ecosystem Architecture

6.1. Participants
Individuals or institutions currently participating in P2P finance can be a part of ZPER ecosystem easily through
webs/applications or SDK or API connection

6.1.1. Investors
Investors are individuals or institutions who want to make profits by investing in the products provided by P2P
finance companies within ZPER ecosystem in the following ways:
· investing in individual products of P2P finance companies
· investing in portfolios designed by portfolio configurator
· investing in receivables for which other investors have requested resale
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6.1.2. P2P Finance Companies
They are in charge of the overall control of the processes related to investment, including assessing borrowers,
generating loans, and managing reimbursement, and etc. The management of loan agreements and loans is
deeply related to the country’s geographical and cultural characteristics and should be conducted strictly in
accordance with the laws of each country. Therefore, it needs participation of P2P finance companies that have
expertise in loan business in each country.

6.1.3. Portfolio Configurator
Portfolio configurators analyze many of the investments in the ZPER ecosystem using their own algorithms
based on return, investment period, delinquency rate, and non-performing rate, so that investors can efficiently
distribute their investments and earn higher returns more securely. Parties interested in these portfolios
include portfolio configurator, consultants, operators, and general private investors.
Investors can choose from a variety of portfolios that are organized by multiple portfolio components.
The following are the examples of portfolios that portfolio configurator provide:
· Safety-oriented investment products that consist of 200 SCM bonds in the world
· Aggressive investment products that invest in 300 mortgage bonds in Southeast Asia
· Secondary products that invest in 500 bonds for which investors have requested resale

6.1.4. NPL Buyer
They are individuals or institutions who pledge to purchase non-performing loans. For investors, they serve as
a guarantor for loans that exist in ZPER ecosystem. Pledgers to buy NPLs check information of loans on the
blockchain and apply for those loans suggesting certain rates of guaranteeing the purchase. The one that
suggests the best conditions through a smart contract will be selected. Pledgers to buy NPLs will pay certain
amounts as a deposit to prove the performance of their commitments.

6.1.5. Borrowers
They are individuals, businesses, or companies who apply for loans. Individuals can apply for a loan for educational, marriage, living or housing expenses, while businesses or companies can apply for start-up funds,
business management costs, expenses to expand their business, or funds to buy goods. They can directly
submit their loan applications to P2P finance companies or use web/application services provided by ZPER
platform. In the latter case, they will be connected to appropriate P2P finance companies among those participating in ZPER ecosystem, and the P2P finance company concerned will take care of contracts with borrowers
and the management thereof.
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6.1.6. Data Providers
All participants who provide alternative data generated from both within and outside of ZPER ecosystem to
those who need it are data providers. Alternative data is generally used by P2P finance companies to analyze
borrowers. However, with the development of ZPER ecosystem, information will be generated and used in freer
forms sharing values. Examples of data used to analyze borrowers and data providers are as follows:
· Credit evaluation companies: records of delinquency, and etc. of individual borrowers and representatives of
businesses
· Banks: records of financial transactions
· Credit card companies: daily sales, customer composition, etc. of businesses
· Schools: grades, proof of enrollment, etc. of individuals
· Companies: salary certificate, etc. of individuals
· P2P financers: credit ratings result on each platform
· Individuals: SNS data, reputation among friends, etc.

6.1.7. Further Step – Providers of Expanded Data
In a hyper-connected society, many activities of individuals are recorded in digital data. Data about who bought
what, went where, read what article, or liked whose post is being recorded in real time. Data about not just such
activities based on individual’s will but also surrounding situations, such as what is in the refrigerator or when
the lights in the house were turned on, is being recorded and made into big data. The same applies to data
related to varied activities of not just individuals but companies as well.
Nevertheless, it is still not easy to utilize a lot of varied data that is generated in real time in P2P finance. Data
generated by individuals are being kept by companies who digitalize and manage such data, and most of them
are only concerned about negative situations that they may face in case data is leaked without paying much
attention to active utilization and provision thereof to the outside. Although companies are making huge profits
by using a lot of data they have collected while providing services, individuals, however, who are the owner of
such data, are not receiving proper compensation.
ZPER will resolve these problems. In a long-term perspective, we intend to expand the scope of data providers
within ZPER platform as defined in this Whitepaper to ultimately include all individuals who have the sovereignty
of data. We are planning to create a structure in which more data can be injected into ZPER platform by building
a virtuous cycle that enables individuals to check for themselves what values they can create by voluntarily
providing their data and to receive reasonable compensation accordingly. This will lead to the development of
innovative credit rating models as well as loan products with reasonable interest rates and a wide range of
investment products. As a result, an increased number of participants of ZPER ecosystem will maximize the
values of ZPER platform.
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6.2. ZPER Committee
ZPER Committee is an organization that selects and supervises participants in each sector within ZPER
ecosystem that are categorized into P2P finance companies, portfolio configurator companies, and NPL
buyers, and etc. to maintain a sound ecosystem.
As each country has different regulations and characteristics, a ZPER Council consists of more than five
companies in each country and is therefore operated separately from other Committees. In a case where
ZPER ecosystem has not been fully established in a country, its Committee is formed by ZPER Committees of
other countries by vote and managed by ZPER founders during the beginning stage of ZPER.

6.3. ZPER Guardian
ZPER Guardian is a fund run by ZPER ecosystem, which indemnifies investors some of the losses from investments made through ZPER. When investors opt for ZPER Guardian, they are required to pay a certain amount
of fees, which will be kept by ZPER Committee and be used to indemnify some of the loss caused by any potential insolvency. ZPER Guardian will be first made with some of the funds raised through sale of tokens, and fees
for ZPER Guardian will be automatically adjusted to exceed at all times the anticipated loss amount of the total
receivables.
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7. ZPER Token Economy
7.1. Utility Token(ZPR)
ZPER tokens act as a medium to maintain and activate ZPER ecosystem. Ultimately, appreciation of ZPER ecosystem will bring a range of participants and holders of ZPER tokens with compensation accordingly. ZPR is a method
of exchanging values among participants in ZPER ecosystem. ZPR is used in almost all transactions such as compensation for data providers, advisory free, platform usage fee, transfer fee, NPL buyer commision payments.

LENDER

Portfolio
Suggestion
Fee

PORTFOLIO
CONFIGURATOR

Lending
Fee

P2PL CO.

Scoring /
Loan Mgmt
Fee

ZPER COUNCIL
BORROWER

Alternative Credit
Data Fee
Data Provide
Rewards

Monitoring ZPER
Ecosystem
Rewards (Receive)

ZPER GUARDIAN
Insurance Premium
Fee (Receive)

DATA PROVIDER

[Figure 8] Use of ZPER Tokens (ZPR)

The total amount of ZPR traded within ZPER ecosystem is linked to the amount of all costs related to the
management of companies (e.g. marketing and labor) that have been saved through the participation of P2P
finance companies, portfolio configurator companies, and other service companies in ZPER ecosystem as well
as the value of data consumers’ willingness to pay. The value of ZPR increases as the number of participants in
ZPER ecosystem and interaction between them increases. All of these will be the driving force behind a smooth
composition and operation of ZPER ecosystem.
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7.2. Examples of Exchanging ZPR
As the main medium for all economic activities that take place on ZPER platform, ZPR is the currency paid in
return for values exchanged between participants, or between a participant and the platform. Some participants
are required (a requirement for registration) to possess more than a certain amount of ZPR as credentials to
guarantee their commitment to the ecosystem.
In this part, examples will be given to show in what form the ZPER ecosystem participants will exchange ZPR.
These examples are provided only for a better understanding of this White Paper, and the details may be modified,
added, or deleted by ZPER Committee in the future.

7.2.1. Borrowers
· Requirement for Registration: free of charge
· When applying for a loan: ZPRs equivalent to 1%-7% of the amount of money they are applying for is paid,
which will be provided as a fee for a P2P finance company who has successfully managed the loans at issue
· When executing loans: receive local currency equivalent to the amount of money applied for through ZPER Wallet
· When repaying the loan: local currency equivalent to the monthly amount of repayment paid through ZPER
Wallet

7.2.2. Data Providers
· Requirement for Registration of Data Providers: ZPR equivalent to $1,000 or more
· When providing data: propose appropriate ZPR price for the values of data and receive the amount when
participants utilize the data concerned

7.2.3. P2P Finance Companies
·
·
·
·

Requirement for Registration of P2P Finance Platforms: ZPR equivalent to $10,000
When deciding to evaluate loan applications: pay ZPR equivalent to $10
When evaluating loan applications: pay accordingly in ZPR for each data from various data providers
When executing loans: pay ZPR equivalent to 0.1% of the amount of the loan to ZPER Guardian
(subject to change depending on the grades of insolvency and decisions of the Committee)
· When the repayment is completed: receive ZPR equivalent to 90% of the fees paid by the borrower, and pay
10% to ZPER ecosystem
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7.2.4. NPL Buyers
· Requirement for Registration: possess ZPR equivalent to $10,000
· When NPL is contracted for loan products: deposit ZPR equivalent to 10% of the amount of the loan in ZPER
ecosystem
· In case of insolvency of the contracted loan: pay the remaining principal to the investor on behalf of the
borrower and purchase the loan

7.2.5. ZPER Committee
· Requirement for Registration: possess ZPR equivalent to or more than$100,000

7.2.6. Portfolio Configurator
· Requirement for Registration: possess ZPRs equivalent to $10,000
· Fees to use algorithms: receive ZPRs equivalent to 0.2%-0.5% of the investment from investors who use
portfolio investment

7.2.7. Investors
· Requirement for Registration: possess ZPR equivalent to $10
· Investment: pay the local currency equivalent to the investment through ZPR wallet
· Investment Fees: ZPR equivalent to 1% of the investment paid to ZPER ecosystem
(subject to change depending on the investment product)
· Fees for ZPER Guardian: when choosing ZPER guardian, ZPR paid accordingly
· Fees for RA: when using portfolio products, ZPR paid per request
· When repaying the loan: receive the local currency equivalent to the repayments (principal + interest) from
ZPER wallet
· In case of bankruptcy: in the case of a product that protects against NPLs, the remaining principal received in
local currency through ZPER wallet from NPL participants
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8. ZPER Services
8.1. ZPER Wallet
The ZPER Wallet is an important interface that connects users to the token economy. In the ZPER ecosystem,
ZPER Wallet is also the primary service used by investors and borrowers. Service functions such as exchanging
and staking of ZPER Tokens (ZPR) and interest payment are used among participants. In the future, a range of
participants of ZPER ecosystem, including P2P finance companies, portfolio configurator, and NPL buyers will
use ZPER wallet. Besides, expanded functions such as the services listed below will be available within ZPER
wallet.

8.2. ZPERobo
Investors can view the track records of a P2P financial company’s products, directly invest in a P2P financial company’s product portfolio organized according to the investor’s preferences or distribute the products in a portfolio
based on recommendations by portfolio configurator. Portfolio configurator companies create multiple distributed
portfolios for the bond products of many P2P financial companies across many countries which allows investors to
make investments that best fit their preferences..

8.3. ZPER Open Market
It provides services to trade P2P receivables among investors, through which sellers can retrieve their investment
before the expiration of loans while buyers can invest in different loans in time on conditions they want. ZPER open
market is realized by the technology of tokenizing receivables for P2P loans.

8.4. ZPER Service Use Cases
ZPER will run a range of projects to enhance competitiveness of P2P finance companies and invigorate the
ecosystem.

8.4.1. ZPER Zero (For Student)

[Fig. 10] ZPER Zero (For Student) 이미지
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In existing finance, promising students or those hopefuls who have just started out their career but have no
collateral or credit histories have been neglected regardless of which country they’re from. Situations have been
worse for prospective students from developing countries or the third world. ZPER will sort out this problem by
making use of meaningful data. The following data can be used to verify prospective students at a preliminary
stage:
· Reputation of schools

· Grades of students

· Majors of students

· Evaluation by professors

· Peer evaluation

· SNS activities

These data can be very valuable for companies all around the world that are trying to hire outstanding graduates. Based on these data, companies can pay interest that arises from loans on behalf of the students or
become NPL buyers to hedge against default.
Example) Hoi from Viet Nam, a student who goes to the most prestigious university in Viet Nam, has applied for
a student loan. Company S in Korea has decided to hire him through Smart Contract in advance for its local
corporation in Viet Nam and paid all interest for his student loan.

8.4.2. Loans for Small Businesses
Although small businesses (restaurants, cafes, bakeries, and etc.) generate sales through economic activities,
they are still affected by different environmental variables, making it practically impossible to be properly evaluated or given sufficient lending opportunities by banks and other traditional financial institutions. ZPER can
solve such problems by engaging a wide range of data providers. The following data can be used first:
· Sales patterns

· Change in commercial areas

· Growth of the business

· trend sensitivity

· Increase of regular customers

· Reputation among customers

· Frequencies on Instagram

· Reputation on blogs

· Reputation by TripAdvisor

· Michelin stars
Example) Bintang is a Nasi Goreng restaurant in Indonesia. Bintang has applied for a loan through ZPER, and an
Indonesian P2P finance platform has decided to grant a 13 percent loan. A credit card company has provided
sales data as a data provider, and, for the investment, Ms. May in Japan has decided to invest at the rate of return
of 8% instead of depositing her severance pay at the bank (base rate of Japan: 0%). Ms. May could make higher
profits compared to those that could have been made by depositing the money at the bank in Japan, and Bintang
could finance money at a relatively lower interest rate in Indonesia. Also, the portfolio configurator continued to
track the credit card sales of Bintang in a timed sequence and adjusted its credit rate.
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[Figure 10] ZPR Loans for Small Businesses

8.4.3. SCF (Supply Chain Finance)
Many enterprises are facing reduced availability of capital due to extended supply chains as a result of globalization and overseas production. Suppliers who produce or import goods are having difficulties in their cash flows
due to increased working capital as purchasers (giant buyers, online shopping websites, TV shopping channels)
are demanding extended payment terms. Blue-chip suppliers can easily finance money from big banks, but
situations are different for most of the suppliers. Some of them opt for financial institutions with high interest
rates having to pay a large amount of costs for financing, and what’s worse is that some cannot finance money
at all. The role of P2P finance has emerged as an alternative for those suppliers, and it is facilitating the cash
flows of suppliers contributing to transforming the supply chain that extends from suppliers through to
purchasers into virtuous circulation.
Example 1) Super Hat imports hats from China and sells them on shopping mall “A”, an online shopping website,
on a regular basis. As there is an average delay of one month in sales from the shopping mall “A”, it does not
have enough money to buy more products. At the time, Andrea in Switzerland, after checking the sales information data uploaded from the shopping mall “A”, lent money to Super Hat at an annual interest rate of 15%. The
loan is managed by Smart Contract.

[Figure 11] ZPER SCF
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9. Token Sale
9.1. Issuance Terms
Total Issuance : 3,500,000,000 ZPR
ICO Issuance : 2,050,000,000 ZPR
Market Circulaion : About 1,300,000,000 ZPR
Hardcap : 48,000 ETH
Softcap : 5,000 ETH
Currency Accepted : ETH

9.2. Token Allocation
Token sale : 50%
Ecosystem : 22.3%
Team & Advisors : 17%
Reserve : 10.7%
[Fig. 13] Token Allocation

9.3. Funds Allocation
R&D : 40%
Operation : 10.7%
Marketing : 13.3%
Biz Developmment : 16%
Strategy Partners : 20%
[Fig. 14] Funds Allocation
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10. Roadmap and Goals
2018

2015 - 2017

Feb.

2015

Cocktail Funding l Together Funding

· Establishment of Funda,

Funded l C-So Funding l MOIN l XnTree

a P2P financial institution

Mar.

2016
a P2P financial institution

2017 Initiate ZPER

ICO

a P2P financial institution

Apr.

· ZPER Open Market
Service Open
· Develop ZPER P2P Finance
Solution

Profit l Korbot l Chain Partners l SODIT

The Second Half Year

Pop Funding l AinFin l Zoomfund l Wefunding

· Expansion of Partnership

. ZPER Platform Technical Structure Diagram Published
. Summarized Business Plan Published
. MOU & Partnership

in total loan amount

Finstreet l Elefund

· MIDRATE Achieves 10M USD
in total loan amount

The First Half Year

LoanPoint l HelloFunding l SENTBE

· FUNDA Achieves 30M USD

· Olley Achieves 10M USD

. 'Hey Blockchain' Conference
. MOU & Partnership

· Establishment of Midrate,
· Establishment of Olley,

. MOU & Partnership

2019

May.

. 'd10e’ Win
. MOU & Partnership

in total loan amount

Data Provider: MR.HOMES l Korea Realestate Auction
Sirjuseyoa l WIDUS Partners

Jun.
Jul.
Aug.

. Unsold 200M ZPR : Burn(150M), Airdrop(50M)
. ZPR Listing[Allbit l BirForex l Bit-Z l Liquid l Hitbit]
. Listing - Coinsuper
. ‘Data Science Competition’ Start up
. ZPER Conference 2018
. MOU & Partnership
DCC l Aergo l Tongbanjie l Tuodao
PPmoney l Win-win financing

Sep.

. Attend UDC(Upbit Developer Conference)
. MOU & Partnership
RootOne Soft l BLOCKO

Oct.

. Listing[Bitsonic l Cashierest]
. Attend ‘GBPC 2018’
. Attend ‘Luniverse Partners Day’

Nov.

. Complete ZPERobo Closed Beta Development

Dec.

. 'ZPER X Alibaba.com' Seminar
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11. ZPER History
11.1. History of ZPER
Funda, Midrate, and Olley Funding have run P2P finance business in South Korea since 2015. By the end of 2017,
they handled loans of an accumulated amount of 50 billion KRW and connected funds of total of 20,000 users.
In addition, in order to establish a safe P2P financial ecosystem in Korea, ZPER has established the Korea P2P
Finance Association (KP2PFA) and has acted as chairman, vice chairman, and director company.
Including the three P2P financial companies above, a number of robust P2P financial companies in Korea has
been working on a project to form an “Investment Alliance” to diversify investment in around 200 loans of more
than ten companies since the end of 2017. While doing so, their goals have changed to expanding the project in
a more flexible manner and in a bigger scale on the blockchain network. With Finda coming on board, which
recommends a range of financial products including P2P finance products, the ZPER project has been embarked
upon in full swing.
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12. Others (Legal Issues, etc.)
Any information in this document (henceforth “White Paper”) shall be available only for those who
have received it for the sole purpose of evaluating ZPER and ZPR tokens.
ZPER (including ZPER Inc., its shareholders, employees, and subsidiaries) has prepared this White
Paper to provide detailed information about the team and the platform the ZPER team is planning
to create to those who have keen interest in ZPER. Therefore, this White Paper is not intended to
solicit investment to ZPER team or platform. As this White Paper is based on information of the
time when it was written, there is no guarantee that any information contained herein will be
relevant in the future as well.
The ZPER team does not represent or warrant accuracy of anything in relation to this White Paper
and does not bear any liability therefore. For instance, the ZPER team does not guarantee whether
1) the White Paper was written based on legitimate rights and does not infringe upon the rights of
a third party, 2) the White Paper is commercially valuable or useful, 3) the White Paper is appropriate for your specific purposes, or 4) the White Paper does not have any error in it. Of course, the
range of liability exemptions is not limited to above.
In a case where you have used (including, but not limited to, referring to or having as a basis) this
White Paper to, inter alia, make your own decisions, you are responsible for all of the consequences regardless of whether they are advantageous or disadvantageous. In other words, you should
be aware that the ZPER team shall not compensate, indemnify, or take responsibility in any way
for any damage, loss or debt, etc. that incurs to you as a result of using this White Paper.

12.1 Anti Money Laundering (AML) Act
Buyers must agree to not be engaged in money laundering, illegal currency trade, and any other prohibited
activities in any way through ZPR tokens of ZPER or other related derivatives (if any). Each participant should be
aware of the fact that they are not allowed to, directly or indirectly, sell, exchange, or dispose of ZPR tokens and
other related derivatives for the purpose of money laundering.
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12.2 Important Issues
Due to frequent change in related policies, laws, regulations, technology, economy, and other factors, information contained herein may not be accurate, reliable, or final, and may be subject to changes. This White Paper is
provided only as a reference.
The ZPER team does not take any responsibility for accuracy and legitimacy of the information provided. If you
want to participate in the platform, you should not solely depend on the information in this White Paper. We
recommend participants conduct their own research before sponsoring.
In essence, this White Paper is a business proposal or promotional material and is not legally binding in any case.
All information set out herein is only for reference, and token buyers should take extra caution for themselves.

12.3. Language
This document supports multiple languages. In case of any dispute, we will settle the problem in accordance with
the Korean version. For more accurate interpretation, please refer to the Korean version.
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